2005 porsche cayenne turbo s

Porsche loyalists and car enthusiasts everywhere went into a state of stunned disbelief after the
Cayenne was unveiled in September at the Paris auto show. And when this Porsche-badged,
slightly altered Volkswagen Touareg began appearing at upscale shopping malls in , they were
appalled. Porsche officials stressed that offering the company's first sport-utility vehicle was
motivated purely by the need for profits, which would ensure Porsche's independence. To
acquire more firsthand experience, we ordered a Cayenne S for one of our 40,mile long-term
tests. These are the numbers gathered during the Cayenne S's initial testing: 0 to 60 mph in 6.
Early gripes focused on interior shortcomings. Some cheap-looking plastic surrounds the
shifter. The cup holders are barely large enough to hold a ounce bottle. Operating the nav
system takes time to absorb. There's less rear-passenger space than we expected in a vehicle
this large. Still, no one hesitated to sign out the blue brute for a long-weekend road trip. In fact,
in just 10 months, we'd completed the 40,mile long-term parameter. Places visited from our Ann
Arbor headquarters included a week in Michigan's Upper Peninsula; a jaunt to Kennebunkport,
Maine; a weekend in Boston; a trek to Florida; and a day run to Seattle and back. And long hauls
were where it drew the most praise: "You cannot beat the Cayenne for road-trip comfort," wrote
a staffer after a mile weekend. Also praised were its plus-mile fuel range, comfortable seats,
sporty but pleasant enough ride, direct steering feel, and crisp chassis responses. However, not
once did we find ourselves in the position of needing to tow something, nor did we ever step
off-pavement-behavior we suspect most Cayenne owners will mimic. Most complaints surfaced
when not hitting the highway. The brake has to be applied to fire the engine. It's in park. From
there, the six-speed automatic's second-gear starts kill off-the-line throttle response and hinder
acceleration. Of course, the manumatic function can be used to start in first gear, but it's still
annoying. Also, the Cayenne was prone to irritating lurches in stop-and-go traffic--a
combination of a sometimes harsh-shifting tranny and borderline touchy brakes. Fuel economy
was a concern for a vehicle this large. We averaged 16 mpg, splitting the EPA 14 city and 18
highway ratings. If some of these characteristics don't seem Porsche-like, here's one that
definitely is: This SUV requires service at 20,mile intervals. Too bad we had to visit the
dealership at just miles because the rear glass hatch which can be opened separately from the
liftgate wouldn't close properly and would sometimes open unexpectedly. The problem was a
leaky housing that allowed water to ruin the electronic switch--but it took three switch
replacements before it was fixed properly. In addition, the plastic cover for the rear wiper arm
came off during one of the Cayenne's weekly visits to the carwash, and an airbag warning light
had appeared. The first scheduled visit at the 20,mile mark involved a change of the oil and its
filter, as well as an inspection of all major subsystems. While we were there, we had the dealer
replace another missing trim piece--this time it was a slice off the passenger-side exterior door
handle. No further problems surfaced, so the second and last scheduled stop came at 40, miles.
During this service, the dealer also corrected problems involving two recalls: The key fobs were
replaced, and the right-rear door-control computer got a software upgrade. To illustrate, the
value of our Cayenne, with 40, miles on the odo, had diminished by just 19 percent; an SRX of
similar age plunges 33 percent. And there's no question that adding an SUV to its lineup has
done nice things for Porsche. At a time when the company's car sales were dropping, overall
sales jumped 33 percent in and by another 11 percent in , due to the 31, Cayennes sold during
those two years. Cayenne sales for '05 were strong as this was written and should outpace
first-year figures. Think of it this way: Since the Cayenne went on sale, Porsche has introduced
two new models, the Carrera GT and the Cayman; has redesigned the and the Boxster; and has
a sedan, the Panamera, on the way. So how could Porsche's decision to build a big clumsy SUV
be a bad thing for enthusiasts when the profits it has generated will pay for Porsche sports cars
of the future? There is no 4H, 4L, or 2H--just a switch on the center console with a four-wheel
configuration. Flick the switch, and the monitor says, "Reduction. But we averaged 19 mpg,
which is not impressive for what is a fairly small machine--one with about the same interior
volume as a Ford Escape. Open it while it's raining, and water drips on the person under it and
also inside the cargo area. It works better than any "turn the corner" headlights I've tried. Why
not have a separate switch on the wheel like the VW Touareg's? If so, TerraPass You get a
sticker--to publicly display your concern for the environment--while the greenhouse gas
reduction comes from the company's investments in renewable energy projects and purchase
of pollution credits traded on the Chicago Climate Exchange. This allows companies to meet
agreed-on reductions in carbon-dioxide production. TerraPass simply buys and retires the
credits. Self-appointed eco-police: Check for this sticker first. The increase in aesthetic appeal
was what we were looking for, but what about performance and ride-quality trade-offs?
Surprisingly, each of the larger wheels and tires weighed just 65 pounds--same as the
18s--yielding identical 0-to and quarter-mile times. We expected increased skidpad grip, and it
turned out to be a massive 0. Braking from 70 mph improved significantly, from to feet. The

up-size wheels sharpened steering response noticeably but worsened ride quality--evidenced
by some new interior squeaks and rattles--although not enough to discourage us from
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Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Cayenne. Overview Overview.
Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Center limited slip differential yes transmission hill holder
yes Transmission 6-speed shiftable automatic Center locking differential yes Drive type All
wheel drive hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch
power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes remote keyless power
door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external
temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes.
Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 12 -way power passenger seat yes bucket front
seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front leg
room Passenger seat with power adjustable lumbar support yes Front hip room Rear hip Room
Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0.
Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8.
Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Cayenne. Suspension
Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes double
wishbone front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 10 yr.
Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See Cayenne Inventory. Sign Up. See Cayenne Inventory. One would
think that two all-wheel-drive, twin-turbocharged Porsches would be similar machines. Perhaps
25 or even five years ago, that would have been the case. But times have changed. That's over;
the vehicle is here. And since the company now offers two ways to sell you horsepower, we
couldn't pass up the opportunity to compare them and play with the numbers. By now, you're
familiar with the Cayenne; it's an all-new and distinct product, although it shares platform
architecture with Volkswagen 's new Touareg SUV. The Cayenne Turbo has it all: a twin-blown
4. Never heard of a Porsche X50? Most people haven't, as it's a Turbo option package, not a
stand-alone model. The X50 package must be specified at build time and cannot be retrofitted.
The substance of it resides beneath the Turbo's rear wing in the form of modified turbochargers
more boost , larger intercoolers, and more aggressive engine-control programming. Why buy an
Xized Turbo instead of the GT2? It's not a question of better or worse, just choice, as the
package allows you to buy an ultra-hot Porsche with all-wheel drive and a Tiptronic trans if you
wish, neither of which is available on the lighter, maximum-performance GT2. Off-roading the
Turbo X50 means you probably missed an apex. But you'll want to take a Cayenne into the
rough stuff for sure. Several of our editors have now done so and report it's the real deal. The
watch-me-grow suspension adds meaningful ground clearance, and the low range means plenty
of rock-crawling low-end torque and throttle control. The overhangs are short, the approach
angles aggressive, and only the low-profile, inch tire option is out of place among the rocks.
When did sports cars that go in 3. From the outside, or even inside, an Xpacking Turbo looks no
different from a car not so equipped. It idles smoothly although with a richer, gurglier exhaust
note , and the clutch is light and progressive. Mat the throttle, and the X offers nearly the same
Saturn V rocket lift-off sensation as the GTbut in a fashion utterly without drama. This is 30
additional horsepower you can really feel, and the performance increase is clear even without
the use of test gear. Why is the Cayenne 1. Weight, of course, and, to a lesser
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extent, aerodynamics. The Cayenne is a porky pounds, which is a lot for a vehicle this size. But
its many electronic and hydraulic systems add mass. The Turbo weighs , so do the math. The
Cayenne's power-to-weight ratio is Are they interchangeable? But together, this disparate pair
demonstrates the product diversity this company is now capable of. Think about it: For the '03
model year, Porsche gave the Boxster and Carrera trim and power updates and launched the
Cayenne from scratch. Let's not forget the new GT3 and Carrera 4S models. A just-announced,
limited-edition GT3 RS recalls a famous nameplate, although it's not, so far, destined for the
North American market. And if you thought these folks didn't have enough to do, they've also
been wrapping up production development on the Carrera GT hyperexotic. So: Cayenne or

Xpacked Turbo? The well-diversified garage would have one of each. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Currently Currently. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

